The presentation of science in the mass media is one of the most important questions facing social scientists who analyze science. In this paper, we use topic modeling technique to identify the scientific topic areas or themes most prevalent in mass media over a given period of time to inform the discussion about civic scientific literacy (CSL). Google Trends is used to analyze public interests in science. The two sets of data are compared and correlated to identify any relationship between traditional media and the new media in impacting public perceptions of new scientific developments and public's general understanding of science.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we explore the use of a statistical text mining technique called topic modeling, to identify the most important and potentially interesting scientific topics or themes in mass media over a given period of time to inform the discussion about civic scientific literacy (CSL).
Science coverage in the mass media was and still remains the major channel that bridges the gap between science and the general public. Most people acquire their information about science mainly from the mass media. So the presentation of science in the mass media is one of the central questions facing social scientists who analyze science. However, much of what is known about the public's interest in science originates from very general surveys [1] , [2] . Science media coverage is also used in operationalization and measurement of CSL. Miller operationalizes CSL as a level of understanding of scientific terms sufficient to read a daily newspaper or magazine and to understand the essence of competing scientific arguments on a given dispute or controversy [3] - [5] . However, the core set of 12 basic science terms used in Miller method does not based on any analysis of media coverage. They may not be representative of a vast and ever expanding domain of science. Understanding mass media science coverage, public science interest and their relationships will help to "enable the citizen to become more aware of science and science-related issues in order to participate in the democratic processes" [6] .
The present study intends to answer the following questions: 1) What are the science and technology topics that appear most frequently in the US mass media Manuscript received May 19, 2014; revised July 1, 2014.
2) Is there a correlation between the mass media report of a scientific topic with public interests on the Web about the topic? The rest of this article is organized as follows. The relevant literature is first reviewed and described in literature review. Topic modeling technique is then introduced next. In experiments and evaluation we discuss the experiment results and evaluations. We then discuss findings and limitations of this study in the Discussion section.
Finally, conclusions and future research suggestions are presented in conclusion and future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
According to National Science Board 2008 survey (2008), the percentage of Americans who say they follow science and technology (S&T) news closely has declined over the past 10 years, more than in other topics covered by the news media [1] .
Mass media have traditionally been the main source of information about science for the majority of the American public. Social science searchers who analyze science have been studying the science coverage in mass media for a long time. In Schafer's meta analysis of media science coverage, 215 publications on the topic were identified and analyzed [7] . The study shows that "social scientific attention to media coverage of science has risen continuously over the past decades". About half of these studies are case studies which focus on science coverage of one issue in one region and within a given period of time. Cross-sectional study comparing different countries/disciplines/media counts for 22%. Longitudinal study analyzing the temporal development of coverage over time counts for 18%. The rest of the studies are combination of cross-sectional and longitudinal study.
Content analysis is the major method using by social scientists in identifying scientific topics in mass media. The scientific topic categories are predefined and assigned to articles during content analysis. The categories are usually broad as biology, physics, chemistry, geology, engineering, etc.
For the purpose of developing CSL measurement, the analysis of science coverage in mass media is not to characterize how different areas of science and technology are covered, but to identify more specific scientific topics that are popular in mass media. Given the large size of collection to be analyzed and the large number of potential topics, an automatic method is desirable.
The large amount of information stored in unstructured texts is not easy to analyze and requires specific processing methods to extract useful patterns. Text mining is an analysis process that discovers hidden features and extracts pivotal information for further processing. It uses techniques from information retrieval, information extraction, as well as natural language processing (NLP) and combines them with data mining, machine learning, and statistics. It has been widely used in various applications. In news media analysis, it is primarily used to determine the news category [8] , [9] .
Brossard and Shanahan used occurrence of scientific terms in the media to build a measuring instrument for CSL [10] . They took a sample from the Oxford Dictionary of Science by randomly selecting a term from every page. They used these terms to search newspapers to find the number of articles each term appeared at least once. The terms with the most articles were included in measurement instrument.. There are two major drawbacks of this approach. First, the initial sets of words were randomly sampled from a dictionary; many important words might be excluded at this initial selection. Second, the relationships among words were totally ignored. Concepts or topics are a better unit to define CSL than an individual word because a concept or topic is more meaningful.
Tseng et al. automatically extracted terms and term associations from 901,446 newspaper articles in Taiwan, matched the terms against index terms from Taiwaneses science textbooks, and constructed a concept map of 95 scientific terms to support the development of a measurement instrument for Taiwan CSL [11] . The result shows that the automatically identified concepts are reasonably representative of CSL in Taiwan. Tseng et al. used a rule-based extraction algorithm to extract a list of "key" terms from each text. Term Frequency (TF), the number of times the term occurs in a text, was used as the basic extraction criterion. Multi-word phrases are supported. The term boundaries are identified by simply identifying the longest repeated strings in a document. The first k terms were treated as topics for the next step of analysis. The mining is limited to pure word and co-word frequency analysis. In other words, the identified terms are isolated from the contexts in which they are used. Thus, this method fails to provide the important contexts in which the identified scientific topics appear.
III. TOPIC MODELING
Topic modeling is a probabilistic, statistical technique to analyze large text collection to identify patterns in the uses of words to identify (or extract) topics. A topic is constructed as "a cluster of words that frequently occur together" in the same document [12] . Topic modeling techniques assume that any piece of text is composed by selecting words from possible buckets of words where each bucket corresponds to a topic. If that is true, then it becomes possible to mathematically decompose a text into the probable buckets from whence the words first came. The techniques go through this process over and over again until it settles on the most likely distribution of words into buckets, which we call topics. In other words, in topic modeling, a "topic" is a probability distribution over words. So the topics are not predetermined by the researcher but instead emerge from the patterns uncovered by the statistical algorithm. Generally these words are semantically related and interpretable. A topic can often be identified simply by examining the most common words in a topic.
Following two examples show topics extracted from our collection:
Topic X: cell human gene DNA scientists stem genome researchers university mice protein cloning body Topic Y: climate water global carbon warming change ice environmental energy sea emissions oil dioxide Beyond these groups of words, a topic model also provides proportions for each document a list of topics with importance weights, providing quantitative data that can be used to locate documents on a particular topic.
Topic models have been used on newspaper corpora to discover topics and trends over time. Griffiths and Steyvers identify research topic trends by topic modeling abstracts of scientific papers [13] . Newman and Block analyzed a collection of eighteenth-century American newspaper using topic modeling method [14] . Nelson uses the method to mine topics from the Civil War era newspaper Dispath [15] .
There are different topic modeling algorithms. We used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) implemented in MALLET [16] . LDA is a probabilistic model using a mixture of multinomials. It is not the first topic modeling technique, but by far the most popular one.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

A. Mass Media Science Coverage
To answer our first research question, we selected the New York Times, ABC news, CBS news, Fox news and NBC news as our data source. The print version of the New York Time is the largest local metropolitan newspaper in the United States and third-largest newspaper overall. It also has a strong presence on the Web. Its website is America's most popular newspaper site, receiving more than 30 million unique visitors per month. Taking into consideration of influence of both its print version and digital version, we believe that it has the largest reader group in America compared with other newspapers and is one of the most influential public media. For science coverage in TV news broadcast, we include news scripts from all four major TV broadcast companies in US. A comprehensive understanding of the scientific content in the collection will give us a reliable, yet valid view of science coverage on public media.
We assembled our corpus by extracting from LexisNexis database about 19K articles from The New York Times, and 8K TV news scripts from ABC news, CBS news, Fox news and NBC news published form the years 1993 through 2012 that are indexed with the LexisNexis subject index term "science and technology".
We removed some duplicates and wedding announcements (which were indexed with science and technology based on education information for the couple).
To prepare the collection for topic modeling, we removed metadata from each document, including date, byline, article length, host names, transcript information, copyright statement, etc. We also removed punctuation and common words (and, the, or, …) words using the default MALLET stop word list augmented with some corpus-specific common words like "New York Times". To reduce computing cost, all single-character and two-letter words, and all words that occurred no more than five times in the entire collection are also removed. Given the size of the collection, these terms are rare terms that are not likely to represent common contents across documents in the collection. Fig. 1 illustrates our metadata preprocessing.
After preprocessing, each article is an individual text file that includes the text and some metadata.
We applied topic modeling to the entire 20-year corpus to gain some insight into popular scientific topics in mass media. We set the topic modeling parameter K to 15. K is the number of topics to extract. It is to some degree affect the granularity of the extracted topic. Generally, the larger the number, the more fine-grained the results are. Given the purpose of our study is to identify relatively general topic areas to develop civic science literacy instruments, we experimented with various K values and picked 15 based on the granularity of the topics. Table I . Each row shows the rank of a topic, the most likely words in the topic, and our label to describe the topic.
The 15 topics provide a broad overview of the science technology related contents of the New York Times. The rank of a topic indicates the relative size of the topic in the collection. We reviewed the top 100 documents on each topic and created a label based on the general contents of those topic documents. Journal Science's subject collections classify articles published by Science since 1996 into three large groups: life science, physical science and other subjects (Science Subject Collections, 2014). We divide our topics into two groups of topics based on it: traditional science topics (including life science and physical science subjects) and other subjects (including Economics, Education, Science and Policy, etc). Three topics: LITIGATION, GOV, SCIENCE vs. RELIGION and EDU are in the second group. They are grouped together at the bottom of the table. The rest of the topics are focused on a certain scientific topics in either life sciences or physical sciences.
B. Public Science Interests on the Web
Queries entered into search engines can be useful resource for detecting people's information needs. Google, as the most widely used search engine today, is selected as our data International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing, Vol. 4, No. 6, December 2014 source to answer our second research question. An estimated 12 billion search queries were conducted at Google Search by Americans in November 2013 alone, representing 66.7% of all search queries run during that time period in the USA [17] .
In particular, we use Google Trends (http://www.google.com/trends/). Google Trends analyzes and displays the proportion of searches for terms compared to the total number of searches made on Google over a defined period of time (between 2004 and the present). The tool also allows limiting analysis in certain categories, like, science, news, health, etc.
In order to use Google Trends, we need to select a list of specific queries. We picked our queries from the topics we automatically extracted from mass media. We only used the 11 scientific topics and exclude the 4 context topics in our analysis. For each topic, several search queries were formulated using the topic words obtained in the topic modeling process. We also limit Google Trends to certain categories to reflect public's interests on the scientific topics, rather than other issues of the topic. The rank of average number of search over time is in Table II . Fig. 2 shows the trends of 11 topics from 2004 to 2012. Space has the highest weekly search in early 2004 which are not fully shown in the figure. Global warming is another one with periods of surge of search. This growth in searches might be accompanied by an increase in media attention.
C. Mass media and Web Search
To prove the cause relationship between media coverage and information needs on the topic represented as web search, we analyzed the relationship between the amount of news coverage on a topic and the number of Google search at the same period of time.
We first need to decide how to calculate the amount of mass media coverage on a topic. In Topic modeling, each document is treated as a composition of a set of topics. Some topics may be very important; some may be barely mentioned in a document. We use the topic modeling assigned composition weight of a topic in a document to measure the relevance of a document to a topic. The simplest method will be the sum of total pieces of news report. However, we believe that different types of news reports have different levels of influence on the public. We decide to assign different weights to different media types based on their influence. TV news reports are divided into two categories, World news and others. Articles in World news category are weighted by 20 while others are 5. For newspaper reports, we categorize them on their positions into three groups: articles in Section A and at Page 1 weights 20, articles at Page 1 but not of Section A weights 5, all others 1. So for a topic, its media coverage in a certain period of time is calculated as:
  d i is document i in the set of documents on the given topic. There is a total of n documents in the set. w is the weight of d i 's category. p(d i , t) is the relevance of document d i on topic t.
We also need to pick a time unit for correlation analysis. Given that the topics are general we chose month as our analysis unit, rather than the smallest weekly unit available in Google Trends. Google Trends downloaded data are by weeks. So we grouped Google Trends data into monthly data.
We conducted a Pearson correlation analysis between monthly weighted media coverage and Web search about a topic reported through Google Trends. Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated as the measure of the linear relationship between the two variables. Table III summarizes the results. topic. MEDICAL is also a broad topic, however, the media report and general public interests on it are relatively focused, say, certain types of diseases.
V. DISCUSSION
The above presented results provide answers to the research questions:
What are the science and technology topics that appear most frequently in a representative US mass media and what are the contexts in which these topics appear? We have found that the 10 most common and persistent science and technology topics that have appeared in the New York Times and four TV channels are in rank order: Life-heredity, Nuclear power, Space exploration, Medical research, Conservation of species, Information Technology, Education, Physics-matter, global warming, and evolution. These topics involve all contexts of Personal, Social and Global as well as Health, Natural Resources, Environment, Hazards, and Frontiers of Science and Technology. We have also identified specific terms that define the above topics. For example, the following terms define the topic of Global Warming: climate, water, global, carbon, warming, change, ice, environmental, energy, sea, emissions, oil, and dioxide. We can also drill in to specific news reports to find out how science and technology is involved. The topics are clearly interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary, a trend in current science and engineering research (NRC, 2005) .
Is there a correlation between the mass media report of a scientific topic with public interests on the Web about the topic? We found that the popularity of 11 topics extracted. In general, it was found that science related searches decreased over the past 20 years, both for general and specific topics. "Global Warming" is the only exception. We observe significant correlation between news media coverage and Google web search on 8 extract topics. They are more specific topics. For a general topic, our method might not pick enough queries to cover general publics' interests. In general, the results show the influence of media coverage on scientific topics on general public's web interest on those topics. This provides new insights into public understanding of science. Even it is reported in the survey that the importance of traditional media as a channel for general public to obtain scientific information, the news coverage does have influence in initiating public interests on the topics and to explore on the Web.
